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Handbook-10

Trade Union Education Programmes
Introduction
Handbook-10 covers the process of integrating education programmes into trade
union work and demonstrates how education can strengthen the union and ensure
participation in activities and events. The methods used in union education are
described and explain why it is important to use participatory and active methods
to engage target groups. Examples of education activities are included throughout
the handbook.

The Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1: The Aim & Principles of Workers’ Education
 Why is education important for the trade union?
 How does education contribute to solidarity and unity?
 Why is it important to include gender equality into education programmes?
 What is the role of an educator and how can they contribute to the union?
Section 2: Education Activities & Methods
 What is the purpose of using participation and active methods?
 How can education activities increase union strength?
 How can visual aids be prepared so they are useful for participants?
 How important is it to prepare handouts and other materials?
Section 3: Planning & Evaluating Education Activities
 How can education activities include participation?
 Why is it important to have a plan?
 Why is evaluation necessary and what role does the educator play
 What benefit to the union is training educators?
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The Aim and Principles of Trade Union Education
Trade union education is a vital part of
implementing a union’s strategy because
it encourages workers to join unions,
contribute to campaigns and support
negotiations.

Key Point
Union
education
strengthens
solidarity by uniting workers and
motivating them to act and
participate in union activities

Union education is more than a series of
adhoc activities. It needs planning and an
allocation of resources, as well as trained educators to plan and conduct the
programmes and activities.
Union Education strengthens the trade union movement by
 Raising political consciousness
 Building and developing activism
 Encouraging unity and solidarity
 Mobilising members and workers to support campaigns
 Empowering workers to seek a better future
A single factory or workplace union is only strong and sustainable, if it is part of
the trade union movement; union education provides the forums for workers to
meet and learn that together they can bring about change.
Union education brings members together from all trade unions at the local,
national and international level.
During an education activity workers discover they are not alone and that many
workers all over the world have similar problems. It allows them to share stories,
tactics and strategies based on union values.
Today, the internet extends the power of education by providing a platform for
unions to share materials, information, ideas and campaigns that can be used by
unions all over the world.
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Education breaks down the barriers of race, ethnicity, gender and age that often
prevent unity and solidarity in the trade union
Education
 Supports the implementation of
Key Point
union strategies and policy
Increased knowledge and skills
 Shows workers how and why they
ensures unions go into negotiations
are exploited
with employers and government
 Raises awareness of worker and
with a strong case for decent work
trade union rights
 Supports
collective bargaining
negotiations
 Ensures workers present a united front to employers and government
Education provides workers with
The knowledge and skills to negotiate, campaign, communicate and motivate
Knowledge of national and international laws on trade union and worker rights,
supports negotiations and enables unions to react quickly to situations.
 Negotiation skills ensure union leaders can develop tactics to win demands
with a united position.



The union can
Organise workshops for newly elected leaders, to introduce the Bangladesh labour
laws and compare them with the ILO Conventions and Standards, giving them the
skills to identify breaches of the Labour Laws and use the rights outlined in the
Conventions in negotiations, to improve Bangladesh law.
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Educating for Gender Equality
Equality is the absence of discrimination
in every part of society; in trade unions,
the workplace and in education. It means
that opportunities, resources, services and
benefits are available to all people
regardless of who they are or where they
come from.

Key Point
The ILO has always promoted the
role of gender equality in education
and provides support on integrating
it into activities and programmes

Trade union education removes barriers
and strengthens the representation of
women in the union. It promotes gender
equality and supports women taking up
leadership positions.

Recruitment & Organising
Training Women as organisers: women are more successful at organising
women workers, they understand their issues and empathise with their
problems; women workers are more likely to respond to women organisers and
discuss their issues
Collective Bargaining
Training Women as negotiators:
women negotiate every day in their daily
lives but training provides the union
context. Women make sure that gender
issues are part of the demands for a
collective agreement; if the majority of
the workforce are women, women
leaders need to lead the negotiations.
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Key Point
Education provides the information
and skills for women to become
active in the union; approach
women workers, negotiate with
employers and develop and
implement union policy that is
gender sensitive

Union Policies
Training Women on policy development:
 Women can contribute to policy on gender equality and ensure all policies have
a gender perspective. All policy issues have a gender perspective, women
understand the impacts and can help find the solutions.
 Education that practices and promotes gender equality, respecting the input of
everyone, can change the attitudes and behaviour of men and women through
discussion and problem solving.
Putting Gender Equality into Practice
Keep gender statistics on participation to provide data on
 How many women compared to men attend courses and participate.
 How many women are informed about an event and receive invitations

Planning for a Workshop
Before designing a workshop on a specific issue, identify the needs of both men
and women, to ensure that the workshop is of value to women workers and
representatives.

Attendance sheet for a workshop
Women 10

Men 20

Total 30

Two thirds of the participants are men but the workforce in the factory is 80%
Women representatives meet with the women to find out why they are not
attending the training and reports back to the union with a plan of action
Identify if
 Child care is needed
 Transport is available
 It does not clash with working or family hours
 The venue is suitable for women
Materials and exercises
 Exercises and activities do not encourage discrimination
 Questions and discussion does not exclude women from participating
 Case studies and role plays include equal numbers of men and women
 Stories identify if the people are female or male
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Handouts use gender sensitive language
Monitor and observe for any signs of
discrimination
 Encourage women to speak
 Prevent intimidation, domination and
sexist remarks from men
 Divide participants into groups with
equal representation of women and
men



Key Point
Train women educators, in mixed
courses have a female and a male
trainer. In all women courses use a
female trainer

Education Activities for Women
Women may not have the confidence
initially to speak up in a mixed group.
Separate courses for women help to build
confidence and provide skills, such as
public speaking and negotiating, in a safe
environment.

Key Point
Men also need education on
gender equality and this topic
should be included in mixed
courses. If gender equality courses
are only run for women, men think
that they do not have any
responsibility for the issue.

Developing the skills and knowledge of
women activists in women only courses,
encourages them to run for leadership positions

Women need to contribute to all union issues and policies, not just gender. Mixed
workshops are important to integrate women into decision and policy making, so
they are not marginalised into women only groups.
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The Role of the Educator Activist
Workplace representatives, executive
officers and interested members can all
take on the role of an Educator Activist

Key Point
The educator plays a major role in
building the strength and solidarity
of the union by learning about the
problems and issues from the
members and workers and giving
feedback to the executive



If Unions do not have the resources
for a full-time education officer they
can develop a team of volunteer
educators



This work is done in spare time, so
the bigger the team the more education programmes can be carried out

Educators who use participatory and active methods to bring the members closer
to the union by encouraging respect and a commitment
Empowering workplace representatives to analyse and solve problems and take
representative skills back to the workplace, strengthens the union
When members understand government policy and law and their rights
During an education activity, the
educator
Key Point
 Ensures people feel safe and
comfortable
The educator
 Explains
the
purpose
and  Never makes judgements about
people’s contributions
administration details
 Prevents domination and does not
 Acknowledges people’s contributions
dominate
 Listens to what they say and asks  Ensures
everyone has an
probing questions
opportunity to speak
 Ensures
women have equal  Keeps to time frames
opportunities to participate
 Does not ignore people and responds to all questions
 Is creative and encourages creativity in others
 Avoids long lectures – people have short concentration spans
 Encourages active participation
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An educator needs
Good communication skills and the ability to observe, listening, and pay
attention to people’s reactions and ideas
 A knowledge of union policies, structures, rules and campaigns
 To keep up to date with current issues in the sector and regularly attend union meetings


Education Activities and Methods
Trade union education develops skills and
knowledge and uses a methodology that
empowers workers to tactically struggle
for their rights

Key Point
The answers to poverty and
oppression should not be imposed
but come from the people who
experience it

Trade union education brings workers
together to solve real workplace problems
by providing them with information and giving them the space to work on their
own solutions.
The methodology
 Uses the experience of workers, sharing the basic values of trade unionism and
letting people come to their own understanding through analysis and discussion


Practices democracy, equality, justice, respect and collectivism before, during
and after an education activity; setting an example of union values and
principles



Starts with sharing experiences, using questions to help people explore their
understanding of a situation and strengthens confidence to challenge employers

A Workshop
Workers at a non-unionised RMG factory are threatening to strike because the
employers want to bring in payment by results that will reduce workers take home pay.
A group of workers went to see the Federation asking for support. The leaders
invited workers to attend an evening workshop to discuss the situation (with a
crèche for children)
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In the workshop the educator and union leaders
Ask the workers question about the new system, their general terms and
conditions and what actions have they taken so far
 They listen to the responses and realise that there are gaps in the workers
understanding of the labour laws and their rights
 They invite the workers to attend a 2nd workshop to provide information on laws
and rights and give them the opportunity to review the previous strategy


The workers realise they need to set up and register a union before they can
negotiate a solution and plan a recruitment and organising campaign
Participatory or Active Learning Methods
Participatory methods mean that people
learn from each other, as well as the Key Point
educator
People learn best when they are
actively involved in their learning.
They learn to work collectively, by They learn by doing it not by
sharing information, solving problems passively listening
and finding solutions.
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Short Exercises (5 – 15 minutes)
Draw on
people’s
experience

Workers may not know about trade unions and rights but they do
know about the RMG workplace, terms and conditions of
employment, the problems they face at work and at home

Demonstrate
or reinforce
information

After a short input on a labour rights, health and safety issue
experienced in the RMG sector, an exercise using a real situation
assists people to put the information into practice

Focus
people’s
attention

People get bored sitting and listening to someone else talking. A
short exercise lets them discuss and link the issue to their own
experience and saves time

For a session on trade union leadership
 Write a list of 5 leadership skills on the board or flip chart
 Ask people (without talking to anyone) to put them in order of priority and
give each one a number 1-5 (5 minutes)
 Ask people to volunteer their priority list and note their 1st & 2nd priority on
the list
 Start a discussion by asking people why they chose their priorities (10 minutes)
Remember - there is no right or wrong answer in this exercise
This method is more interesting than just telling people which leadership skills
are important and allows people to think about the different points
For a session on trade union leadership
 Hand out a picture / cartoon with no words (that is relevant to the topic of the
session)
 Ask participants to talk with the person next to them and identify the risks (5
minutes)
 Ask each pair to call out one risk they identified and list them on the board /
flip chart (5 minutes)
 Hold a discussion asking them why they identified it as a risk (10 minutes)
 Give feedback on the risks identified and follow with a presentation on risks
and hazards
Remember – not to criticise responses and give a general feedback or
after the presentation ask people if they would like to review their original response
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Buzz Groups
Asking people to discuss a question with the person/s sitting next to them
Everyone in the room is busy talking and sharing experiences – like bees.
 Use them at the beginning of a session so people can think about the topic.
 The responses can give the educator feedback on what people know or do not
know about the topic
 In 2 or 3 people stay in their seats and work on a question for about 10 minutes
(1) A short workshop on recruitment skills for RMG workers outside the factories
The aim of the workshop is to persuade workers to start organising a union in their
factories
The exercise is carried out directly after the introductions
Instructions for the educator / facilitator
Organise the workers into 2 or 3 – depending on how many are attending the
workshop
Explain that they will discuss and do the task for 5 minutes
Question: what are the main challenges in recruiting workers to the union?
Task: select the challenge that you think is the most difficult
After 5 minutes, ask each group to call out
their main challenge and write the responses
on a flip chart paper or make a note of them.
Ask groups to explain their choice
After the exercise, give a short presentation
on recruiting and give an example for
dealing with each of the challenges, how the
techniques can help overcome the
challenges.
Brainstorming
A fun exercise that energise peoples, creates
interest in a topic and generates ideas.
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(2) A short workshop on recruitment skills for RMG workers outside the factories
The aim of the workshop is to persuade workers to start organising a union in their
factories.
The exercise is carried out before a presentation on the role of the union
Instructions for the educator / facilitator
Organise the workers into 2 groups
Explain that a brainstorm is quickly thinking of everything that comes into your
minds and making a list of them (there are no right or wrong answers, encourage
people to think creatively)
Task
 Think of everything and anything that could make a worker join the union
 Give people a couple of minutes to think and then ask people to call out their points
 Write the responses on a flip chart and give everyone an opportunity to call out
an idea (do not allow any criticisms or judgemental remarks)
 Do not allow it go on too long (5 minutes)
 Facilitate a plenary discuss to put the ideas in different categories. E.g. welfare,
wages, harassment, OSH (10 minutes)
After the exercise, give a presentation on the values and role of the trade union,
referring to the list of ideas.
Longer Exercises (30 – 60 minutes)
Small group exercises take longer because
the task is more complex and people need
time to reach agreement

Key Point
Keep the exercises simple with
only 1 task or question

They are used to solve problems, develop
strategies and campaigns, prepare materials or analyse a situation.

Always make sure that there is enough time allocated for groups to finish the
exercise and have a report back with feedback
(3) A short workshop on recruitment skills for RMG workers outside the factories
The aim of the workshop is to persuade workers to start organising a union in their
factories
A group work exercise is used after a presentation on developing materials for a
‘Recruitment Campaign’
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Instructions for the educator / facilitator
 Divide the participants into groups of 5 – 6 people (from the same factory)
 Explain the task and write it on a flip chart
 Give each group one issue from the previous exercise
Task:
in your groups
(1) discuss the issue and identify the main points
(2) write and design a short leaflet to use in the recruitment campaign that explains
the issue to the workers on an A4 paper with words and pictures (60 minutes)
Feedback: ask each group to present their leaflet and discuss feedback
Summary: explain that their leaflets will be used to prepare recruitment leaflets
for their workplace campaigns
Notes for using exercises








Use short exercises at the beginning of a session and longer group work at the
end of a session
Link the exercise to the topic of the session and the needs of the participants
Limit information presentations to maximum 15 minutes
Take time to plan the exercise into the session before the workshop starts
Write and ask questions that are clear and simple – do not ask for facts
Leave time for reporting back and giving feedback – this is where people learn
Acknowledge individual and group inputs and if it is unclear ask questions to
clarify

Remember
 Make sure it is a positive experience for people and they feel motivated to use
the skills and knowledge in the workplace
 The educator is not an expert, does not make judgemental remarks, listens
carefully to what people are saying and does not contradict them.
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Using Visual Aids
The purpose of using visual aids is
expressed in this Chinese proverb


I hear and I forget



I see and I remember



I do and I understand

Key Point
Retaining information
 75% through sight
 15% through hearing
 10% through other senses

Types of visual Aids
There are many ways to provide visual representation
The electronic media gives the educator a range of visuals in the form of short
films, music, news, pictures of strikes and
rallies or demonstrations of skills. They can
Key Point
be found on sites like youtube and shown
All visual aids must be prepared in
during a session.
advance, kept short, be relevant to
But they need an energy source, a computer the issue and used as part of an
and access to internet; they take time and exercise
are a ‘one-way form of communication’. So
are better used in longer workshops or courses
Select the type of visual aid to suit the venue and the participants


Plan and design them to represent the topic



Use them to reinforce key points



They are a one-way form of communication so use with discussion



Keep them clear, simple and easy to read



Make sure they can be seen or heard by everyone

†`Lv
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For short and smaller workshops the traditional forms of visual aids are preferable
The White
or
Chalk
Board

Cost effective and available in most venues. Used to build a
diagram, develop a discussion, put up key words, record people’s
responses, summarise information or reports backs


Write clearly, use large script, write in a straight line



Clean the board after and before use



Use colours to represent different parts of the issues

Write up tasks, questions and exercises
Needs Board Marker pens in different colours and a cleaner


Flip

Portable, cost effective and available in most venues

Charts



The information can be kept and stored for future reference and
to write a report



Used to build a diagram, record points, put up key words, used
by groups for planning and reporting back



Can be prepared in advance and reveal

 Write clearly in large letters
 Use as a check list to guide the session
 Display on the walls for reference during the workshop
Needs marker pens in different colours and tape. If there is no
stand available tape the paper to a wall or chair back
Power

Portable, costly equipment and only available in some venues

Points



Used to give key points of a presentation in words or diagrams;
cannot be permanently displayed



Must be prepared in advance, in large print with colours and
pictures



Should not dominate the presentation

Can distract people from listening
Needs a power source, a projector, a screen or blank wall, a
computer and internet
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Barriers to learning


Language too technical, complex, sexist or offensive



The educator writing on a board or flip chart and not facing participants



Using visual aids or power point that are a distraction and take over the
presentation



Cannot be seen or heard by some participants



Faulty equipment that takes time to or cannot be repaired



The educator is not familiar in using them and interrupts the flow of the session.



The educator is not familiar with the training material.

Planning and Evaluating Education Activities
Planning a workshop or session guides the educator and makes sure participants
learn the skills and knowledge they need to participate in the union.
A workshop plan is useful for other educators who want to conduct the same
activity or are called in at the last moment to run a session.
Steps to planning an education event
 Following the 8 steps helps to ensure that the education event is useful for the
participants.
 The main question to ask is – will they be able to participate more actively in
the union after the workshop?
Step 1 : The target group : Know the target group. E.g. new members,
representatives, elected officers, Participation Committee representatives, OSH
Committee representatives.
Ask: What do they need to learn? What is important for them? Are they young,
women or men, experienced or new to the union?
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Step 2: The topic: Select a topic that is useful and relevant. e.g. if they are new
members it would be too early to teach them the skills needed by a workplace
representative
Step 3 :The Purpose : What will the participants be able to do after the workshop?
e.g. recruit new members, carry out an OSH workplace inspection, take up a case
of sexual harassment for a member
Step 4: Content & Order : What issues will the workshop cover in the time
allocated? e.g. a 1/2 day workshop can raise awareness of an issue but a 1 day
workshop is needed to teach representation skills or how to do an inspection
Step 5: Methods and exercises : What type of exercises are needed? e.g. skills
like negotiating, recruiting, handling a grievance need to be practiced in the
course. Knowledge needs exercises to help participants use the information
Step 6: Materials : What type of materials will be needed? Handouts, visual aids,
programmes, task sheets
Step 7: Timing, Place & Venue : The length of the event, starting and finishing
times, the venue, promotion, transport, refreshments
Step 8: The plan : Writing out a plan that can be kept and used again
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Examples of workshops / session plans
1 day Workshop for 20 new members on recruitment skills
Introductions : (30 minutes) : Participants introduce themselves. Ask them to share
why they joined the union and what they hope to gain from union membership
Session 1 : Why join a union: (60 minutes)
(1) Brainstorming: What stops workers from joining a union? List the responses
on the board / flip chart
(2) Presentation : Using a prepared flip chart on the benefits of joining a union,
with plenary discussion. Handout a summary of the presentation
Break
Session 2
Recruitment and Communication Skills (60 minutes)
(1) Buzz group: Ask people to share in 2s or 3s how they were recruited and how
they felt about it and with plenary discussion
(2) Presentation : On recruitment skills and methods with a prepared visual aid, a
demonstration and plenary discussion
Give out a hand out listing the skills needed
Lunch
Session 3
Practicing recruitment skills : (90 minutes)
(1) Role Play : Divide people into groups of 3 and ask them to take turns to be a
non-member, a recruiter and an observer.
 Give everyone 5 minutes to prepare questions as the recruiter and reasons for
not joining as the non- member
 The groups conduct 3 small role-plays simultaneously, giving each person the
opportunity to role play the recruiter. The educator ensures they start and
stop each one at the same time. (5 minutes for each role play). The observer
takes notes
(2) The educator conducts a feedback and review exercise giving each group a
chance to report back and makes a list of the positive points on the board.
Break
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Session 4
Planning a workplace campaign: (90 minutes)
(1) Presentation : On planning a workplace campaign with a visual aid (30 min)
Give a handout on campaign planning
(2) Small Groups: Plan a campaign for their work area of workplace on flip chart
paper
(3) Report backs & feedback: Each group explains their campaign and the
educator gives feedback (30 min)
Closing
1/2 day Workshop on the Labour Laws for 12 workplace representatives
Introductions : (10 minutes): Participants introduce themselves. Ask them to
share the experiences of being a workplace representative
Session 1
Labour Law at the Workplace : (60 Minutes)
(1) Buzz group: Ask people to share in 2s ‘What parts of the law are an issue at
your workplace?’ List the responses on the board / flip chart
(2) Presentation: Using a prepared flip chart and a handout on the Labour Law and
Rules applicable for workplace representatives


Ask participants for examples of what is happening in their workplaces for each
point of the law and relate the problems to the relevant part of the law



Handout a summary of the relevant laws and rules

Break
Session 2
Recruitment and Communication Skills : (60 minutes)
Small Group Work: A case study
 Divide participants into 3 groups
 Handout a prepared case study asking the group to find the relevant section of
the law and explain how they would use it in this case
 Ask each group to report back followed by plenary discussion and feedback
Closing
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1 & 1/2 hour awareness raising workshop for 30 workers
Introductions : The educator welcomes the workers and explains the purpose
of the workshop (10 minutes)
Trade Union and Worker Rights (80 minutes)
 Ask for volunteers to share problems they are having at work and list them on
a flip chart
 Presentation on the Labour Law & Rules, rights, relating each part of the law
to the problems raised
 Ask if there are any questions and respond to them
 Presentation on the role of the union in securing rights at work
 Ask if there are any questions and respond to them
 Handout a leaflet summarising the presentation
 Request workers to put their names on a list if they are interested in joining the union
1/2 day Workshop to introduce collective bargaining to 15 new workplace representatives
Introductions (15 minutes) :  Participants introduce themselves
 Ask them to share if they have a CBA at the workplace and if they have been involved in negotiating
Session 1 : What is Collective Bargaining (60 Minutes)
(1) Buzz group : Ask people in 2s to share how the employer at their workplace
decides on terms and conditions of employment (5 minutes). Ask each group
to share their response and not points on the flip chart
(2) Presentation : The terms and conditions that can be included in a CBA and the
legal process for negotiating an agreement with plenary discussion Handout a
sample collective agreement
Break
Session 2 : How the union negotiates a CBA (60 minutes)
(1) Presentation : How the union involves the membership in the CBA process
and the role of the workplace representative
(2) Small group work : To plan how to engage members in CBA negotiations at
the workplace
(3) Report back and discussion : Handout a diagram showing how the union
involves the membership in CBA negotiations
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Evaluating an Education Activity
The union is accountable to the
membership and education uses union
resources from the membership dues
The union needs to ensure that the
workshops and training sessions are
supporting members and strengthening the
union.

Key Point
The educator always checks that
the workshops and sessions they
conduct are useful and respond to
members needs

During a workshop or session
The educator monitors the progress of the course and the participants by observing
people’s reactions and behaviour to see if people are


Bored or not paying attention



Contributing to plenary discussions and participating actively in group work



The results of exercises are as expected; did people understand the task or
question



Is the environment uncomfortable



Are there enough breaks

Always check if there any tensions between participants or if an individual/s are
dominating or distracting other participants
Listening and observation helps to find out any problems people are experiencing.
The educator can talk to people in breaks and find out if anything needs
immediately changing; or during the session ask the person if there is a problem.


Keep notes and write a short report after each activity to send to the union
executive



At the end of the course ask people to comment in the plenary or fill in a short
form asking questions to find out what they gained from the course and what
needs improving.
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An Education Programme
The union executive can plan education
activities to implement union policy or deal
with any problems that members are facing.
The programme is costed with a budget to
present to the General Meeting, if it is
agreed the executive nominates an officer to
plan implementation.

Key Point
Awareness Raising education
activities can be integrated into
campaigns
to
encourage
participation

Always include ‘Train the Trainer’ workshops for the volunteer activist educators
and ensure there is a gender balance of activist educators. See the ILO package
‘Educating for Union strength’.
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